S E S S I O N 18
A Heart Enslaved by the Flesh

To “become a man after God’s own heart” we
must not allow our hearts to be shrunk by “the
concupiscence of the flesh, the concupiscence of
the eyes or the pride of life.!
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The Daily Lenten Program
1. Begin the day with a consecration of the
day and ourselves to God.!
2. Daily exercise to help us overcome the
obstacles in the spiritual life and
encounter God.!
3. Daily sacrifice designed to coordinate
with the daily exercise.!
4. Brief examination of conscience at the
end of the day.!
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The Weekly Lenten Program

Toward Self!
The Week of Ash Wed.!
Exercise: Time Evaluation!
Sacrifice: Favorite Food!
Covenant: Honor Vows!
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The First Lenten Exercise: Time
• Gather detailed records for the use of
time for 1-2 weeks.!
• Be specific: lunch, driving, etc.!
• Work time is exclusive of transportation
and lunch.!
• Categorize use of time according to the
spreadsheet.!
• Absolute certainty is not as important as
an accurate view.!
• Note variance with balanced orientation.!

Time has been given to you by God as a gift. How
you spend it is the surest sign of your orientation
toward self.!
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The Basic Principles Regarding Time
• Toward God:!
! God is called to receive the “first fruits” of the gifts he
gives us, which means he gets THE FIRST 2.5 hours of
every day.!
• Toward Others:!
! We should spend twice the time with others as we
spend alone and triple the time with family as with
others.!
• Toward Self:!
!Time is to be spent for re-creation, not indulgence.!

The Use of Time
Balanced Orientation!
Self!
2.0!

Hygiene!
Others! 0.5!
1.0!

God!
2.5!

Typical Orientation!
Work!
8.0!

Leisure!
2.77!

Hygiene!
0.71!
Work!
7.95!

Eating!
God! 1.19!
0.07!
Family!
2.86!

Family!
3.0!

Sleep!
7.0!

Sleep!
8.45!

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, “American Time
Use Survey, 2011.”
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When you are separated from God, Satan works
to shrink your heart according to “the
concupiscence of the flesh, the concupiscence of
the eyes and the pride of life” (1 John 2:16).!
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• Pornography consumption has
exploded in past generation.!
• Magnitude is hidden by several
factors including: under reporting of
revenue and technological change.!
• In late 1950’s typical was a stag film
costing over $100.!
• In mid 1970’s typical was a
magazine costing $5.!
• In late 1980’s typical was a rented
VHS costing $2.!
• Today it is the internet.!

Pornography Industry Revenue
(Billions of Current $)
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Source: Lane, Frederick S., “Obscene Profits – The Entrepreneurs
of Pornography in the Cyber Age,” Routledge, 2000.

Pornography in a Man’s Brain
• Sexually stimulating images are processed as real at the
emotional, not intellectual level.!
• The brain focuses on visual stimuli within milliseconds.!
• Visual stimuli entering through the eye bypass the neocortex
and go directly from the thalamus to the amygdala.!
• In less than one second the brain is flooded with a chemical
cocktail including: testosterone, oxytocin, vasopressin,
epinephrine, nor-epinephrine and dopamine.!
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The Chemistry of Addiction
• The individual is led into isolation as the right
brain overwhelms the left brain and speech is
shut down.!
• Testosterone increases mental activity and
enables the person to form a more vivid image.!
• Vasopressin/Oxytocin bind the person to the
object of their desire.!
• Dopamine, epinephrine and norepinephrine are
addictive stimulants processed like cocaine.!
• Lust is addictive.!

An Altered Mental Reality
• We learn by creating or changing neurological
pathways in the brain, which determine the
brain’s circuitry.!
• Emotional stimuli are imprinted through the
amygdala at a much deeper level than rational
stimuli are imprinted through the neocortex.!
• The more shocking or emotional a stimuli, the
deeper it is imprinted.!
• Pornographic images viewed for seconds leave
imprints that last for years.!
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Pornography consumption shrinks the heart of a
man so that his fatherhood is devalued to the
point of a moment of pleasure or worse.!

Pornography Devalues Fatherhood

• Pornography use correlated with
promiscuous sex: daily users have 5
times the number of partners as
nonusers.!
• Pornography acceptance/use
correlated to endorsement of
cohabitation and out-of-wedlock
childbearing.!
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Acceptance of Cohabitation

• By age 15, over 90% of males have
seen both a Playboy and x-rated film.!
• Pornography is consumed as
frequently as alcohol on college
campuses (>70% monthly).!
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Source: Carroll, Jason S., et al., Generation XXX: Pornography
Acceptance and Use Among Emerging Adults,” Journal of
Adolescent Research, Sage Publications, 2008.
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The Outcome of Conceptions
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Percentage Reaching 20th Anniversary

The Objectification of Fatherhood
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, “Number,
Timing and Duration of Marriages and
Divorces, 1996 and 2009.”

The Father who is rich in mercy has the ability to
free a heart enslaved by pornography and enlarge
it to all that it was created to be.!
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The Story of Donny Pauling
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Son of a Protestant minister.!
Begins heavy consumption of pornography.!
Becomes a major producer of pornography.!
Specializes in “new talent.”!
Shoots over 2 million photographs.!
Films thousands of hours of footage.!
Destroys the life of the women he filmed.!
Offered exclusive contract by Playboy.!
Experiences radical conversion to God.!
Documented in “Hope Undimmed: Session 1”!

The Seven Steps to Sexual Purity
1. Enter into a relationship with Christ in the Eucharist and ask for the
grace to see women as he saw his mother at the foot of the Cross.!
2. Remove yourself from temptations against purity.!
3. Modify your consumption of alcohol and food.!
4. When looking at a woman, focus on her face and transform her into a
person by talking about her family.!
5. Never publicly speak ill about your spouse or participate in derogatory
conversations about women.!
6. Whenever you’ve fallen, go to confession.!
7. Seek professional help when you can’t stop consumption on your own.!
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Fulfilling Authentic Male Leadership
Political Leadership!
Foundation for Future!

Moral Leadership!
Personal Responsibility!
Sacrifice!
The willingness to
pay the price.!

Economic Leadership!
Foundation for Future!

Military Leadership!
Clarity of Thought!
Integrity of Action!

Covenant on Honor of Wedding Vows
“I will honor my wedding vows by living in
sexual purity according to the sixth and
ninth commandments and I will take
whatever action is necessary to safeguard
sexual purity for myself, my spouse and
my children.”!
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Small Group Discussion
Starter Questions!
1. What does the way you spend your time reveal about your
basic orientation?!
2. What is the first step that you need to take to embrace
greater purity for yourself and your family?!

Next Week!
A Heart Bound by the World!
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